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Christopher E. Pogue
Major Carole Newell
Making the Call

How did you get involved working with the police?
How did you contact them?
How did your first case go?
  What did you do?
Did you have to testify?
Are you still helping out?
Can you tell your story of how it started and your impact?
Answering the Call

How did you get Chris to help you and your team out?
Was there a concern that Chris is not LE?
   How did you overcome this fact?
What types of cases did you try Chris out on to help?
What types of cases does he help out on now?
Would you recommend other departments allow professional volunteers to help?
Answering the Call

What needs to be in place first?

How would they vet someone?

Certifications, Ethics, Background Investigations?

Can you describe the impact that computer forensics work has had

On your department?

What recommendations would you have for others interested in doing what Chris has done?